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Context and Theoretical Framework
The last decade of the twentieth century represented a watershed in the economic
transformation of rural and resource regions of this country in two important
respects. This was a period in which the cumulative conseq uences of historically
high rates of harvesting, fragmented resource management strategies and declining incomes were most clearly manifested. In hindsight, the outcomes were all
too predictabl e. A fau lt line had dev eloped between tr aditional approaches to
resource extraction and our abil ity to manage th ose practices successfully. At the
same time, the shortcomings of the past provided a foothold for critical and
reflexive approaches to the processes of economic and social development in
rural and resource-based regions. Resource policy became more mul ti-faceted
and decentralised, with communities across the country becoming directly
involved in prescriptions for change. While hardly a universal phenomenon, the
simple development equation tying growth to resour ce extraction lost much of
its currency not only because of the tenuousness of the relationshi p but also
because of the desire to redefine and broaden the foundations for sustainable
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economies. Mostly out of necessity, these nascent approaches increasingly
articulated a vision incorporating stewardship of the resource base alongside
commodity production.
This paper has its origins in a number of overlapping research projects in
which the common theme is defined by a desire to better understand the role of
government policy in rur al restructuri ng and community stability. Within this
overarching theme, three objectives are pursued:
<
<

<

to provide a bet ter integr ation of the t heoretical con tribut ions on ru ral
restructuring to date;
to provide a critical analysis of changes to key resource policies as instruments of structural change -- in particular were these changes real or merely
symbolic?; and
to propose changes in the development and application of resource policy to
consider more fully both local or geog raphical cont ext and the ecological
imperative within the pol icy process.

Some Context
We argue that restructuring of rural economies and community change are best
understood against the backdrop of the changing relations of three dominant
domains:
<
<

competitive market-based economies; policy/regulatory regimes; and
natural/ ecological systems.

All three have undergone extensive change in the last decade, affecting the
viability of resource sectors and, in turn, communities dependent upon those
sectors. For example, in the forest products industry, a constellation of coincident forces have had impacts on the viabil ity of communi ties including declining
terms of trade and access to the US market, continued job displacement due to
technological change, government policy restricting access to the forest base and
local/regional shortages of timber to sustain mill production. These changing
relations have played themselves out at different spatial scales from the inter national down to the local.
While generalisations can be misleading in dealing with such a large diverse
topic as restructuring, there is a growing body of evidence to support the contention that first, we are witnessing a transition from an old resource-based economy to a new information-based one, in part due to globali sation with its inevitable processes of uneven development and spatial inequalities. Indeed, a mosaic
of economic marginalisation contemporaneous with integration of rural areas into
the new economy is typical. Second, rural areas are being confronted by two
distinct forms of uncertainty:
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that which historically has been associated with the vagaries of the business
cycle -- resource industries are price takers not setters, and commodity
prices for unfinished products are notoriously unstable in forestry, agriculture, fisheries and mining; and
that which is emergent and the result of constraints on supply due to declines in the availability of resource stocks in fishing and forestry or what
Clapp (1998 ) has referr ed to as the inevitability of the ‘resource cycle’, as
well as increasing insecurity in access to the land base due to Native land
claims, and new gover nment regulations, and land use programs.

Clearly, supply-based uncertainties fly in the face of a historical legacy of
resource abundance and plenitude. This is a powerful legacy which contr ibutes
to a form of cogni tive dissonance, a fail ure to act even when we know that it is
in our collective best interests to do so. Coincident with the rise of supply- based
uncertainty has been the increasing role of stakeholder groups, which has forced
a dramatic reinterpretation of the values associated with terr estrial and mar inebased ecosystems, end uses and rights to those uses.

Theoretical Contributions
The scale and persistence of the economic, social and most recently environmental probl ems of rural and resource regions of Canada have spawned a rich and
varied set of interpretations. Important synthetic and retrospective assessments
have been provided recently by Pierce and Dale (1999), Rounds (1997), Tr oughton (1995) and Randall and Ironside (1996 ). In order to focus discussion on the
theme of this paper, we have isolated four independent but related theoretical
contributions which together provi de a platform to structure and better integrate
the policy analysis: staples theory; resource cycle theory; uneven development
including the role of both structure and agency; and real regulation theory.
Harold Innis’ (1933) staple theory provides a uniquely Canadian perspective
on interpreting the economic history of Canada -- most notably that economic
development was synonymous with the development of a succession of staples
with specific spatial and tempor al impacts. His characterisations of the process
being inherently unstable and cyclical, requiring large ext ernally sup plied
sources of capital and technology, his notions of core/periphery relations and
their implications fo r economic depend ence and his belief in the importance of
context through a triad of institutional, transpor tation and geographical
conditions provided the necessary intellectual groundwork for f urther
conceptualisation and advances including the ‘staples trap’ (Watkins 1963;
Weaver and Gunton 1986); heartland/hi nterland models of economic
development (Bradbury 1983; Barnes and Hayter 1992; Reed 1995) and resource
cycles theory (Clapp 1998). As Randall and Ironside observed (1996), Innis’
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work goes beyond the interpretation of primary industries to include primary
manufacturing linked to these industries. This is important because so much of
the current d ebate about the vulnerability and future of resource dependent
communities focuses upon the necessity for diversifi cation and value added
strategies to counter r estructuring effects.
Clapp’s (1998) work on resource cycles is particularly appropriate in
appreciating: the difficul ties facing communities in diversifying; the role of both
the market and government policy in accelerating depletion of renewable
resources; and the very special need for communities with limited alter natives
to resource extraction to anticipate the depletion process if sustainable
development is to occur locally. Clapp argues that all wild populations subject
to commercial use pass through a resource cycle which is characterised by
patterns of over expansion followed by ecosystem disruption and economic
crisis. The resource cycle is seen as “a result of mutually reinforcing political
and economic causes” (ibid: 130). F rom an economic perspective, excessively
high discountin g of futur e returns from resource extraction, combined with
processes of capital intensification and cost-price squeezes are inimical to
conservation and stewardship. As a consequence, “Once rents begin to decline,
they are likely to be insufficient to support regional diversification, just when it
becomes vitally necessary. Both resource-led prosperity and stagnation tend to
reinforce regional dependence and hinder the development of alternative
economic activities” (ibid: 132). Perhaps less well understood is the role of
senior governments and communities themselves in the aiding and abetting of the
depletion process. Clapp and others argue that resource management agencies are
heavily influenced by r esource industries or even captured by the very industries
they regulate. Suppression of scientific evidence regarding the impact of various
resource management policies i s not uncommon. And, of course, the use of the
concept of sustained yield belies the enormous uncertainty and complexity in
managing dynamic ecosystems for industrial pur poses. Equally problematic is
the legacy of gover nment directed, sponsored and subsidised r egional
development through elevated levels of r esource extraction. Communities
actively lobby for state interv ention and expan sion of access to the resour ce
notwithstanding clear evidence of impending ecosystem collapse. What this
research underscores is the need for communities to understand the dynamics of
the resource cycle so that this drama is not repeated as if trend were destiny.
Under the heading of uneven development we can identify a broad spectrum
of research aimed at better understandi ng the linkages among staples or resource
dependence, economic restructuring and community change. While unified by
these common themes, it is nevertheless highly diverse in its methodological and
philosoph ical underpinnings with varying emphases placed upon th e importance
of structural factors versus human agency in account ing for differences in l ocal
development. At the same time, this research highlights the existence of long
standing and emergent tensions between for example: centralised versus
decentralised decision-making; new versus old stakeholder groups; heartland
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versus hinterland regions; the “fluidity of the market” versus “ the rootedness of
place” (Barnes and Hayter 1994: 290); economic development versus
environmental preservation; and productivist ver sus post-productivi st visions of
land based production systems.
A number of seminal works are representative of these trends and issues. In
Barnes and Hayter’s (1992, 1994) work, the impact o f restructuring of the BC
forest products industry upon resource communities is analysed within the
context of, first, a shift in the structure of the international economy fr om a
‘fordist’ based production system to one based upon flexible accumulation; and
second, the local development response to these trends. With respect to the
latter, two local development models are identified- one based upon a
neoclassical and optimistic interpretation of state intervention and entrepreneurial
skill to improv e human capital development (Coffey and Polése 1984, 1985) and
the other a Marxist interpretation using the concept of ‘local dependence’ (Cox
and Mair 1988: 295) to explain “ the necessity of refer ring to wider str uctural
relations within the capitalist syst em in order to underst and the geographical
pattern of local development” . Whil e Barnes and Hayter (1994) identify
shortcomings in both models in terms of their explanatory power in BC, they
conclude that both structure and agency and geographical context must be
accommodated to explain local development.
Reed’s research (1993, 1995) complements and extends these interpretations
of local development in two important respects. The need to address declines in
environmental quality in hinterland regions has introduced new public
consultation and resource management capabilities. In this connection “local
communities may seek to shift both the substance of the decisions and the locus
of decision making from senior levels of government” (1995: 343). Moreover,
new methods for public involv ement “have included co-management initi atives,
local resource boards, local round tables, and community based action
programs” (342).
At the same time, it is becoming increasingly difficult to reconcile short
term economic development initiati ves with long er term and br oader based
societal requirements for environmental protection. Reed also draws upon the
concept of ‘local dependence’ to assist in explaining “the conflict between senior
government and local government in the formulation and implementation of
resource policy” (1993: 248). It is clear in her analysis of resource management
and local development initiati ves in Northern Ontario that t here has to be a bett er
balance of interests and responsibilities between senior and local governments.
The new political economy of resource development for hint erland communi ties
is emblematic of important shifts not only in the character of product ion systems
as outlined by Barnes and Hayter (1994) but also of the new r ealities engender ed
by the need for impr oved environmental stewardship and conservation. The postproductivist landscape (Gill and Reed 1997; Reed and Gill 1997) introduces new
stakeholder groups, new constraints on the use of renewable resources for
industr ial production and altered economic and employment possibilities from
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alternative economies such as tourism. Bryant (1999, 1995) has arr ived at similar
conclusions in his research exploring the role of local agency in transforming the
local environment. He notes that through a variety of spatial and po litical
networks, local actors exert both formal and informal pressure on the regulatory
process. The role of local agency in uneven development has not received much
attention in the past; however, as the capacity of local actors and actor networks
is enhanced, local agency will increasingly add to the complexity of the
development process.
The fourth and final theoretical contribution, regulation theory, pr ovides a
very useful framewor k for int egrating a nu mber of economic, social and
environmental challenges in rural and resource regions of Canada within the
context of an evolving if not increasingly contest ed set of resour ce/envir onmental
policy and administrative actions. Analysis and application of regulation theory
have been conducted in Europe to better understand the processes of rural
restructuring (Flynn and Marsden 1995; Lowe et al 1993; Munton 1995;
Goodwin et al 1995). In New Zealand, i t has been used as an analytical tool to
better understand the impact of new regulatory regimes associated with the
introduction of neo-liber al policy frameworks such as the Resource Management
Act upon the sustainability of land based production systems in forestry and
agriculture (Moran et al 1996; Blunden et al 1995; Cocklin and Wall 1997). This
latter research is particularly relevant to underst anding the evol ution of r esource
policy in Canada.
In the original application of regulation theory (the French school),
“capitali sm is continually mediated through historically specific institutio nal
forms, regulator y institutions and nor ms of conduct” (Marden 1992: 757). This
so called ‘economic imperative’ of regulation, which is endemic to all staple
development in Canada, also recognises the inherent instability of processes of
accumulation. Structural crises occur when “regulatory institutions can no lo nger
sustain a positive function for the accumulation regime and the self equilibrating
nature of the economic system breaks down” (Marden 1992: 754). This
breakdown, as we argued earlier, could have its origin in a variety of supply
and/or demand driven factors and has important place-based implications.
Moreover, new accumulation regimes emerge (Fordist to flexible accumulation
and producti vist to post -productivist landscapes) accompanied by new methods
for regulating economic and social (re) production.
Against this largely Marxist inter pretation of state/ capital relations, Clarke
(1992) proposed the concept of ‘real’ regulation or regulation as a social or
customary practice in or der to place r egulation in a larger social and polit ical
context. While Clark places administrative practice at the forefront of his
analysis, further elaborations in New Zealand (Blunden et al 1995) posit that,
“Gi ven the transition of sustainabil ity to mainst ream politi cal and social
discourses, real regulation appears to be a particularly apt framework for
analyzing the social processes involved in its negotiation, implementation and
renegotiation” (ibid: 7). Real regulation is now a top down and a bottom up
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process, involving different regulatory arenas, both formal and informal, with
varying interpretations and impacts at different spatial scales. Arguably, this is
a ‘crisis of l egitimacy’ in t he way in which control is exercised over the resour ce
base. The importance of this further elaboration derives from an explicit
recognition of: the ro le of diverse groups of stakehold ers influencing decisions;
the significance of courts in interpreting legislation; the specific geographical
context to these decisions because of the role of local actors or agency; and the
constant renegotiations of questions of stewardship and sustainability. Equally
important is the tension and changing balance in the role of the market versus the
state in mediating the contest over resource use and allocation.
While all of this is useful in understanding the changing role and context of
resource policy in Canada, we would argu e that ‘real’ r egulation as a social
process offers the potential for further elaboratio n -- regulat ion as an ‘ecological
imperative’. Clearly, provinci al and national governments have modified the
purpose and scope of their legislative commitments which originally had strong
economic and social objectives. Over the last t en to fifteen year s regulation has
introduced an ecological imperative overriding many of these earlier objectives.
This is due not onl y to a relatively narr ow concern wit h maintenance of
ecosystem properties but also to the adoption of a broader view of the services
provided by the resource base itself. Having said this, the task of reconciling
ecological sustainability and the reproduction of social and economic systems,
while attracting considerable academic attraction , r emains relativ ely unexplor ed
from a policy perspective.
We now turn our attention towards a brief examination of the for est and fish
industr ies in Canada to illustrate the dynamics of the policy-making process in
Canada over the past 60 years. These cases provide the foundation from which
to argue for a more ecological and geographically-based approach to policy
formation as illustrated by the real regulation approach.

Forestry
Canadians collectively control 94 % of their forestlands (Luckert and Salkie
1998). The extent of public ownership in Canada is unique among industrialised
forest nations and pr esents numerous opportu nities and bar riers when
confronting the contested terrain of forest as resource, home or ecological
domain. While there has been considerable attention paid to understanding
competitive relations, resource decline and their impacts on national and
provinci al economies, relatively little attention has been given to the role of
government policy as an agent of change or as a mitigator of change at the local
and regional l evel. This gap is explained in part by two i nterrelated factors.
First, Canadian resource policy is criticised for being reactive to broader forces
of change (Hessing and Howlett 1997). While the transition fr om natural
resource abundance to scarcity has been on the horizon for decades, there is a
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politically-motivat ed delay between awareness and corrective action as illustrated
by Clapp (1998). Resource abundan ce allows policy decisions of the past, which
are driven by an economic imperative, to continue until decli ne reaches an
appropriately high level of concern. The impacts of decli ne are dissipated
throughout regional landscapes, allowing consequences to be traded into the
future for short-term revenue generation. The subtleties of loss in any given
community or region fail to motivate sweeping changes. Rather, areas in trouble
generally receive crisi s aid which fails to correct the long-term structural and
capacity issues necessary for a positive transition. Second, g overnment po licy
has traditionally adopted a homogenous/ macro approach which has ignored
regional differences (P ierce 1998). The public con trol evident in Canadi an
forestry has been exercised through highly centralised bureaucracies that struggle
with local subtleties in landscape and culture. This phenomenon conti nues
despite the weight of evidence calling for a more balanced approach. Again, the
perception of resour ce abundance has allowed such a contex tually bli nd approach
to prosper.
As the dynamics of forest policy become increasingly complex through
competition, scarcity, and new policy actors, a new approach is necessary to
guide the future development of the industry and the communities dependent
upon the forests. This section outlines some of the histor ical motivations largely
responsible for the present state of Canadian forests and forest policy. This is
presented in an attempt to illustrate the “l ayered” effects of policy using a real
regulation framework (Blunden et al 1995). The policy responses to these
conditions are then examined as new values and actors attempt to enter the rigid
policy-making network. British Columbia will be used as a case study
throughout the section to illustrate this transition. BC has been chosen for a
variety of reasons: th e significance of t he industr y to the provincial economy
compared to other provinces; the ecol ogical d iversi ty found in BC has been the
focus of international environmental attention, highlighting the importance of
new values and pressures on the policy-making process; and finally, the past ten
years (post-Brundtland) have marked an active period in forest policy-making in
BC, illustr ating an institutional response to the legacy of past decisions, current
dynamics, and the state of th e forests for futur e generations.
Through section 109 of the Constitution Act, each provincial government
exerts control over the vast major ity of for estlands within their provinci al
boundaries. Nevertheless, broad similarities between the BC and the rest of
Canada are worth noting. The Canadian Forest Service has identified a five-stage
process in the development of forest policy in Canada: unregulated exploitation,
regulation for revenue, conservation, timber management, and, the current stage,
sustainable forest management (CFS 1996; Ross 1995). Generally speaking, each
province has adopted a similar mix of policies at each stage in the process. Due
to the temporal differences in Canadian provincial development, t he sequence
has, however, been implemented at different times. Other more specific policy
similariti es between provinces include the already noted extent of public
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ownership, the prevalence of long-term tenure holdings, and the use of command
and control instruments as the preferred policy tool (Ross 1995).

Forest Policy in BC
The roots of the modern forest industry in BC lie with policy decisions made
during the third stage identified by the Canadian Forest Service. Two Sloan
Commissions, 1945 and 1956, provided the foundation upon which the modern
framework of BC forest policy was built. It was during thi s period where the
development goals of the province were sought primarily thr ough policies
promoting sustained yield and the Tree Far m License (TF L) (Forest Resour ces
Commission 1991). These policies hel ped to create an industry characterised by
large corporations, high-volume commodity production, and as a result, the
motivation for capital intensive modes of production (Marchak 1999). The future
development of the province and its communities became bound to timber
dependency; and government, corporate and labour r elations were fostered
accordingly (Barnes and Hayter 1992). The strength of the productive
relationships fostered during this period help to explain in part the inertia of the
present system and its resist ance to signifi cant structu ral change.
Simply put, the modern forest sector in British Columbia is the result of past
centralised planning. Policies put in place during the 1940s and 1950s were
successful in achieving their basic objectives. The following brief profile of the
industry in BC illustrates this point with respect to corporate concentration,
harvest volume, the exclusion of non-timber forest values, and the establishment
of communities specializing in the forest industr y. First, a broader contextual
understanding of the time allows us to better understand the motivations for
policy decisions leading to corporate concentration. The “bigger is better”
modernisation mantra of the post-war period resulted in a significant
concentration of forest companies. Larger companies were deemed to be more
reliable, offer better economies of scale, and were thought to be appropriate
stewards of the land (Marchak 1983). This trend has continued to accelerate due
to the increasing speed and reach of globalisation. Current ly, seventeen
companies control o ver 80 % of the volume committed to licensees and almost
70 % of the provincial Annual Allowable Cut (AAC). The top six companies
alone control al most 50 % of the total commitments to li censees (Marchak
1999).
Second, BC’s comparative advantage of supply resulted in an industry
characterised by high-volume, low-value pr oducers. Politi cal pressures to set a
high Annual Allowable Cut (AAC) combined with poor information about the
extent and functioning of the resource base set expectations unrealistically high.
For example, prior to the 1992 Timber Supply Review, no comprehensive
assessment of the timber supply was available to policy makers in BC (British
Columbia 1999b).
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Third, the narrow economic interpretation of the benefits from the forest has
excluded any meaningful consideration of non-timber forest values. The failure
to promote non-timber i ndustri es and to preser ve non-timber values illust rates
the overwhelming success of past policies in meeting their limited objecti ves. It
also represents BC’s greatest failure and lost opportunity in terms of the
development of sustainable forestry practices (Pearse 1998; Tollefson 1998).
Finally, the faith placed in timber dependency as a model for economic
development in the province created numerous communities throughout the
province specializing in the timber industry. British Columbia ranks first in
Canada with 69 % of its populat ion deemed to have a moder ate to heavy reliance
on the forest sector (Williamson 1996).
The structural condit ions established in the 1940s and 1950s through the
economically-centric policies of sust ained yield and the tenure syst em enabled
the governments of British Columbia to meet their devel opment objecti ves. Over
the past two decades, however, our past interpretations of the forest, the forest
industry, and the role each play in the pr ovincial economy have been placed
under intense scrutiny. Massive restructuring in the forest industry, a more
complex understanding of the forest itself, the failure of sustained yield policies
(Marchak 1999), and the perpetual boom-bust cycles of the industry and their
impacts on forest-based communities have called into question many of our
previous assumptions and institutional relation ships. These questions raise
concerns about the allegiance and accountabili ty of the forest industry to BC
communities; the role of the provincial government in the control and
stewardship of public lands; and the capacity of communities and the province
as a whole to maintain economic prosperity while relying so heavily on a
commodity-based, primary resource sector . In addition, t he environmen tal
legacy of the forest industry is increasingly being questioned. There has been a
growing awareness about the ecological impacts of industrial forestry on the
biodiversity of the province (Clapp 1998); and, emanating fro m the princi ples
of sustainable devel opment, the economic consequences of ecolog ical
degradation have become a major force in the reevaluation of provinci al forestry
practices (Power 1996).

Policy Response: Post-Brundtland
The release of the Brundtland Commission report Our Common Future (1987)
consolidated international attention regarding the principles of sustainable
development. To underst and how the pr ovincial gov ernment in BC has been
approaching the move towards sustainable forest management, we briefly r eview
a variety of policy initi atives undertaken in the past ten years.
The BC response to the trend towar ds sustainable for est management has
been facilitated by the New Democratic Government through a variety of policy
initiati ves beginning in the early 1990s. Collectively, these reforms represent the
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most environment ally-ori ented range of r eforms ever undertaken in the BC forest
industry (M’Gonigle 1997). They follow a series of steps initiated in the 1970s
and 1980s that began to incorporate a more holistic interpretation of the forest
and recognition of the negat ive effects of the industr y (BC Royal Commission
1975). During this period, however, the dominance of the industr y over other
forest values has remained largely intact. The 1990s usher ed in a new approach
and commitment to change industry practices fundamentally and to broaden the
scope of participants and beneficiaries in forest management. The result,
however, has been the persistence of the structural relationships and the
economic imperat ive forged d uring the Sloan era.
Policies aimed at improving conservation, preservation, diversification, and
decentralisation of decision-making of the forests and fo rest sector have been
initiated in response to many of the consequences experienced as a result of past
policy decisions. In Table 1, some selected policies undertaken to incorporate
TABLE1 Policy Response in the 1990s
Conservation:
•
The Forest Practices Code (FPC), 1995, is an evolving document with sweeping powers
aimed at influencing all aspects of forestry and forest land management. Regulations are
incorporated into five y e ar For est Developm ent Plans (FD P) that identify cutblocks,
timing, silviculture and harvesting techniques. Penalties are issued for non-compliance.
•
The Timb er Su pply Review, 1 992 , is c harg ed w ith pr odu cing tim ber s upp ly analyses that
reflect curr ent inte grate d res our ce m anag eme nt, including developing policy, methods and
mod els for timber supply analysis. The Review was initiated in response to the recognition
that prio r to 1992, there was no regular, comprehensive process to determine the Annual
A l lo w a bl e C u t (A A C ) in B C .
•
Clayoquot Scientific Panel, 1993, was charged with developing world-class forestry
standards suitable to the unique ecological conditions and values in the Sound and based
on traditio nal A bor iginal k now ledge of re sour ce m anag eme nt as w ell as the be st ava ilable
scientific knowledge.
Preservation:
•
The Protected Areas Strategy (PA S), 1 993 , es tablish ed the objec tive of inc r e a s i n g the
amount of protected areas in the province to 12% of the land base by the year 2000. Areas
are intended to cover a diversity of representative ecosystems and significant cultural and
recreational features throughout the province. Within the areas, lands and waters may not
be sold, and mining, logging, h ydro, oil and gas are p rohibited (British Colum bia 1999 a).
Diversification:
•
Forest Renewal BC, 1994, is an investment agency charged with supporting a full range
of forest renewal activities in every region of the province. FRBC was created through the
Fo rest R enew al Ac t.
•
The J o b s an d T im ber Accord , 1 997, was intended to be an agreement between the
governm ent and the forest industry to increase employment in the forest sector, inc rease
the harvest yield, and build value added capacity in the province.
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Decentralisation:
•
The Community Forest Pilot Program , 1 998 , w as cr eated to establish a number of shor tterm pilot agreements which will provide an opportunity to test new comm unity forest
legislation, experiment with a range of administrative models and forest management
regimes for community forestry, provide long-term opportunities for achieving a range of
com mun ity objectives, and meet gove rnment eco nomic and stewardship ob jectives (British
Colum bia 1999 b).

new forest values/practices are presented.

Evaluating the Policy Response
Understanding the objectives of sustainable forest management is clearly
necessary when designing and assessing new forestry and management practices.
A brief examination of the policies listed in Table 1 reveals that many of the
principles of sustainable forest management being advocated at national and
international levels are present, including conservation, enhanced and more
diversified participation, and better information and monitoring. That said, in
reality, the policies have failed to live up to their stated promise or significantly
alter the structural conditions of the industry.
The symbolic nature of the policy response is illustrated by a variety of
weaknesses in the design and implementation of the poli cies themselves. In terms
of conservation, the Forest Practices Code has repeatedly been weakened since
its inception. It was recently revealed that key sections of the code designed to
make forestry operations more sustainable have never actually been implemented
(Hume 1999). Economic goals in the face of a downturn in the forest industry
have prevented full implementation and prompted streamlining.
The goal of protecting12 % of the land base under the PAS is to be
applauded, however, real preservation goals are uncertain due to questions
surrounding the validity of the strategy. The strategy has been promoted as a
ceiling on protected areas, while the science behind the selection of the 12 %
goal has been seriously question ed (Sanjan and Soulé 1997). For example,
questions remain concerning the size, representative balance, and connectivity
of the selected areas. Creating islands of biodiversity will not necessarily ensure
that biological values are protected.
Harvest volumes continue to exceed sustainable levels. Estimates for the
long-term harvest level (LTHL) are exceeded by the annual allowable cut by
approximately 20 % (Hayter 2000). In addition, calls to do “more with less” in
the development of value added and diversification strategies are lacking. The
Jobs and Timber Accord failed due to a lack of industry participation from the
very beginning (Palmer 1999), while a recent study by Travers (1998) shows
that BC continues to produce fewer direct jobs per 1000m3 of wood than the rest
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of Canada and many other industriali sed forest products nations.
Finally, the goal of decentralisatio n has been given a promising start in the
Community Forest Pilot program; however, here again, only seven licenses were
awarded, representing an insignificant amount of the total AAC. Parallel to
efforts to diversify the allocation of tenures in BC through the Community Pilot
program, the allowance of corporate mergers conti nues to intensify the
concentration of the timber supply, as was recently illustrated by the
Weyerhaeuser take-over of MacBlo (Financial Post 1999).
Compared with polices of the 1940s and 1950s, the 1990s appear indecisi ve,
piecemeal and reactive. The decisions made in the 1940s fundamentally al tered
the forest ind ustry in BC. The Sloan Commissions redefined the industry, the
provinci al landscape itself, and offered a clear vision around which relationships
could be established and mutual objectives set. The decision-makers of the 1990s
have so far only been able to tinker with these structural conditions, offering no
decisive vision of their own.
Overall, the policies of the 1990s reflect a fail ure of the centralist policy
making that made the decisions of the 1940s so successful (M’Gonigle 1997).
The structural change implemented in the 1940s has been confronted by
incremental or symbolic change in the 1990s, with the expected results. In effect,
the effectiveness of a centr alist approach to forest manag ement has decreased as
the complexity of forest management has increased. It is no longer possible to
approach the industry and forest-based communit ies in the manner adopted
during the Sloan era. A ‘crisis of legitimacy’ threatens to paralyse badly needed
change from a number of areas. In part, the ecological, cultural, and economic
diversity of the province must be recognised.

Fisheries
Providing less than one percent of Canadian employment and Gross Domestic
Product, the fishing sector is a minor contributor to Canada’s overall economy
(Statistics Canada 1996; Storey and Smith 19 95). Yet federal and provincial
governments spend over one billion dollars annually to manage and support
fisheries and fisheries workers (Schrank 1994; Schrank and Skoda 1999; Schwindt 1999).
In large part, the fishery’s national significance relat es to regional variation
and uneven levels of development, economic and poli tical influence across the
Nation. These circumstances have di sadvantaged coastal provinces, particularly
in the Atlantic provinces (McCann 1987). To the people who live along
Canada’s expansive coastlines, in thousands of communities -- many of them
remote and with few economic alternatives -- the fishery is a means of livelihood
and a way of life intricately li nked with th eir cultur e, identity and well-being.
As in the case of for estry, government p olicy has been a major factor in the
sustainability, or lack thereof, of Canadian fisher ies and in the lo cal and region al
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impacts of unsustainable practices. This section of the paper ou tlines past po licy
directions that have led to the current situation, along with the impacts of these
decisions and actions. Impacts include declines in resource stocks, fishing
employment and the health and well-being of fisheries wor kers and communities.
A review of policy responses in the 1990s that incorporate the need for
conservation, economic diversification and decentralisation of both production
and decision-making is now presented. Canada’s principle fishing r egions,
British Columbia and the Atlantic provinces, and in particular Newfoundland,
are used as case study illustrations.

Policy Review
Primarily a federal responsibilit y under the Department of Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO), Canadian fisheries have been characterised by centralised management
and a large-scale corporate approach to resource development. Like their
colleagues in forestry, fisheries managers have placed the main emphasis on the
economic imperative. While conservation has periodically become the principle
objective, measures taken in the interest of ecological sustainability have tended
to be a reaction to the unavoidable r ealities of r esource depletion rather than a
priority considered worthy of proactive attention. Management policies have led
to overharvesting, excess capacity in both the fishing fleet and processing sector,
a reduction of science and management capacit y to unacceptable l evels,
concentration and subsidisation of the industry and privatisation of the fisheri es
resource.
Although many other facto rs have played a r ole in the demise of troubl ed
Canadian fisheries, overharvesting has been a sizabl e -- if not the single most
important -- contributor. Fisheries managers and their political leaders have
sanctioned unsustainable harvest levels. In the case of the Atlantic cod fishery,
for example, successive Ministers ignored government task forces, their own
scientific advisors and fishermen themselves in favour of those who lobbied for
prolong ing the inevi table cuts that would follow, a dynamic that Clapp (1998)
refers to as “the political imperative of maintaining short-term production” (ibid:
132). Pressure for excessive har vesting levels has been fueled by an industry that
has grown lar ger than the resource can support. Contr ibuting to the overfishing
problem has been the industry’s use of technology and capital-intensive methods,
encouraged by policy and market incentives that reward those who catch the
most fish in t he shortest t ime.
The changing natur e of the ocean ecosystem and an information base that is
inadequate in both quantity and quali ty adds to the complexity of managing
fisheries resources and makes application of a precautionary approach
particularly challenging (Peterman 1995). While information is inadequate about
species currently harvested, the state of our understanding of u nharvested
species, the ecosystem impacts of fishing pr actices and the dynamics of the ocean
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environment are worse yet. The key challenge is the high cost of research and
stock assessment. As fisheries departments are hit by bu dget cuts, investments
in science tend to decrease rather than to increase to meet the need. As with the
ecological information base, fisheries managers are in need of gr eater social
science informati on and analysis t o aid them in decision-making ( Poetschke
1983; Ommer 2000; Vodden 1999).
Canada’s federal and provincial governments have made a policy decision
to subsidise and maintain the fishery. When public costs are taken into account,
for example, net financial returns from the BC salmon fisher y are negative,
averaging a net loss of $65 million per year (Schwindt 1 999). One of the largest
subsidies to the Canadian fishery comes in the form of employment insurance,
which represents an estimated 50 cents on top of every dollar of fishing earnings
for the average self-employed fisher man in BC (Gislason et al 1996). Progr ams
meant to encourage increased capacity and technological improvements by
providing grants and loans for upgrading of facilities or vessels rep resent another
form of subsidisation. Modernisation and expansion became a policy objective
in the 1940s and 1950s. Financial support continued into the 1980s, when
concerns about overcapacity began to receive recognition.
Many critics of current fisheries management policies have pointed to their
tendency to encourage concentration of license ownersh ip in fewer, often urban
hands, as well as centralisation of both management and processing capacity.
Newfoundland’s Fisheries Products International (FPI), for example, was formed
in 1984 through the amalgamation of 12 companies unable to survive
independently after the early-1980s recession (Schrank 1997). The restructuring
of FPI, one of two large processing firms in the province, was financed
primarily by the provincial and federal governments (Crowley et al 1993).
In BC, vessel ownership is concentrated in ur ban areas. By the late 1980s,
approximately 50 % of fishing vessels were moored in home ports in the
southern metropoli tan region (CCPFH 1997). As a result of fleet reduction and
a trend toward privatisation o f fishing pr ivileges through Individual Transferable
Quotas, both allocating righ ts to resources based on “ability to pay” ,
concentration of license owner ship has since become even more pronounced.
Fishing interests point out t hat those who ho ld the licenses often do not operate
vessels. Instead licenses have been purchased by those with the capital to do so
and then leased to fishermen, reducing the share of fishing incomes captured by
fishermen and coastal communities (Cruikshank 1991).
Cost cutting and a more centralised fishery have also lead to a centralisation
of fisheries management. F ield staff have been cut back dramatically, leaving a
significant gap in management capacity (Pearse 1982; Gallaugher and Vodden
1999). The issue is as much, however, about centralised decision-making and
authority as it is a centralised bureaucracy. Canada’s fisheries management
system is not only centralised but also “highly institutionalised,” serving as a
barrier to significant or structural change (Pontecorvo and Schrank 1996).
Again, the case of forestry in BC is mirrored by Canada’s fisheries management
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system -- a system that must become more flexible and adaptive if it is to
respond to the changes in the natural and market environment that are
characteristic of the fishing industry.
The end result of these policy directions has been resource decline and, in
the Atlantic in particular, ecological collapse. Numerous individual stocks, and
even entire species, of Pacific salmon are in peril and the Atlantic cod have not
shown significant signs of recovery after nearly a decade. Many lesser-known
species and their habitats are also threatened and the ecosystem impacts of these
changes are evident but poorly understood.
Despite the priority given to economic objectives such as efficiency,
employment and income, the result h as been not only resource depletion but also
massive unemployment and displacement of fishermen, their families and
communities. More than 30,000 jobs have been lost in the Atlantic provinces and
10,000 in BC as a result of reductions in the Atlantic groundfish and Pacific
salmon fisheries. Increased harvests of other species such as crab and shrimp
have replaced some of the jobs lost in both provinces. However, employment in
the fishery remains a fraction of what it once was. Fishing employment fell by
40 % in Newfoundland and 54 % in British Columbia through the 1990s (DFO
2000).
Industry competitiveness has also suffered (Schrank 1997; Schwindt 1999;
Carter 1993; O’Farr ell 1990). As a result of subsidisation, industry players have
not had to be as aggressive in the marketplace as they might otherwise have
been. Further, while wages have risen, productivity has declined. Supply
shortages, uncertainties and seasonal variations leave producers unable to
reliably provide t heir products to the marketplace -- a key r eason aquaculture
products are in high demand. As in forestry, traditional reliance on a centralised,
high volume, low value industrial model has not serv ed the fisheries sector well
as it faces the need to do more with less and to turn to more flexible forms of
production and marketing appropriate for an industry subject to shifts in both
demand and supply.
Parsons and Lear (1993) point ou t that the gov ernment assumption that
bigger and more concentr ated is more economi cal has not turned out to be a valid
one. Not only have large pr ocessors not demonstrated an ability to be sufficiently
flexible to respond to i ndustry changes, but in Newfoundland the inshor e fleet
has been more pro fitable than t he large, capital-intensive offshore segment
(Parsons and Lear 1993).
Finally, the cost of inaction must be considered. The federal government has
had to spend over $3 billion to mitigate community impacts from the collapse of
the north ern cod. This cost coul d have been avoided through a combination of
more careful management and political will. In addition, foregone revenues,
long-term increases in income assistance, and resource rehabilitation spending
must be taken into account when considering the economic costs o f fisheries
failure.
The social impacts of mi smanagement of the fishery resou rce have been
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heavily concentrated on individuals and families living in fishing-dependent
coastal communities, of which more than 1,300 have been identified in Atlantic
Canada (Poetschke 198 3) and an additional 50 in BC (Gislason et al 1996). More
isolated communities tend to be both most vulnerable to changes in fisheries
policy and the most dependent on th e fishery due t o the presence of fewer
alternative means of earning a livelihood (as compared to the situation faced by
urban-based fishermen). Historic dependency has led to a fishing wor kforce
characterised by low levels of education and att achment to traditional i ndustri es
(Carter 1993; Vodden 1999).
Not only have the formal economies of fishi ng communities been impacted
by job losses and in come reductions but also the informal/ subsistence economi es
which for generations have relied up on fish as a basic food staple. Other social
considerations include psychological, family, health and cultural impacts, along
with a host of problems associated with population loss (Bruce 1996; Ommer and
Sinclair 1996; Parsons and Lear 1993; Gallaugher and Vodden 1999). Despite
clear evidence of the inequitable distribution of policy impacts, according to
factors such as wealth, culture, education and geography, policy-makers have
seldom taken issues of fairness and equity into consideration.
Authors such as Copes (1971) and Schrank (1997) argue that many fishing
communities, on Canada’s Atlantic coast in particular, simply cannot be
sustained given the available resour ces and that displacement and relocation are
inevitable outcomes of industry restructuring. While this may be the case, others
point out that remote communities would stand a far better chance of survival if
access to nearby resources could be guaranteed through application of the
principle of adjacency. This principle recognises that historically communit ies
had de facto rights to resources based on their proximity to them.

Policy Response
In response to the fisheries crisis in Canada, provincial and federal governments
have been left with l ittle choice bu t to address t he ecological, social and
economic problems th at have resulted and to seek ways to make t he industry
more sustainable. Governments have attempted to meet these objectives in
several ways, includ ing: impl ementation of conservation and restoration
measures; capacity reduction; EI reform; encouragement of diversification and
value-added; and decentralizing management.
Fisher ies managers were forced to take drastic measures on both the east and
west coasts in the 1990s to address the need for conservation and reduction in
fishing capacity. The ecological i mperative became the overriding mission of
DFO in these policy responses. Moratoria and fleet reductions were followed by
additional conservation and preservation measures in the late 1990s, particularly
in BC (Table 2). Despite these positive measures, however, the conservationbased or “ fish first” approach has not been broadly applied. Expansion of the
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snow crab fishery in Newfoundland provides an illustration. From 1995 to 1996
the number of crab fishermen in the province rose from 1,200 to 2, 800 (Harris
1999). By March 2000, snow crab stocks were reported to be in serious trouble
and scientists war ned that the commer cial crab resource could run out in three
years (Whiffen and Hilliard 2000). The resource cycle has continued to run its
course. Similarly, programs have been implemented to encourage aquaculture
production despite significant ecological concerns and a “surprising lack of
research in this field” (Rahn 2000: 2).
Attempts to reduce industry capacity have had mixed success. In the end,
less than 5 % of total capacity in the groundfishery was removed through The
Atlantic Groundfish Strategy (TAG s). M ore recently, the Atlantic Groundfish
License Retir ement Program retired over 1, 500 licenses, still less than 7 % of
those remaining (DFO 2000). A license buy-back program in BC has reduced the
size of the Pacific salmon fleet by nearly 38 % since 1996 (DFO 1999).
However, the number of licenses alone does no t measure fishing capacity. Other
factors, such as the size, type and technology employed on a vessel are
important. Opponents of t he Pacific Salmon Revi talisation Strategy argue that
while fleet reduction has dramatically reduced fishing employment in coastal BC,
capacity has not been significantly reduced.
Measures taken to address economic concerns related to the fishery include
changes to EI, allocation of Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs), and
diversification efforts both withi n and outside the fishery. As a result of these
efforts, the number of fish species harvested in Canada increased dramatically
over the 1980s and 1990s. Unfort unately, in some cases these new fisheries have
simply repeated the mistakes of the past rather than contributing to an industry
that will be more viable and resi lient in th e long term (e.g . t he snow crab
fishery). With support from both federal and provincial governments,
communities on both coasts have also look ed to other resources and industr ies
to supplement declining incomes, including oil and gas, finfish and shellfish
aquaculture, tourism and TABLE 2 Policy Response in the 1990s
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Conservation:
C
A two year moratorium on the North Atlantic cod fishery was put in place in 1992,
followed by an extension of the m oratorium to m ost other grou ndfish spec ies an d har vests
for personal consumption.
C
Attempts at fleet redu ction w ere m ade in 1994 through The Atlantic Groundfish Strategy
(TAGs) and again from 1998-2000 through the Atlanti c Groundfish License Retirement
Program. In BC the Pacific Salmon Revitalisation Strategy was a nno unce d in 1 996 with
the intent of reducing the size of the salmon fleet by 50 %.
C
Conservation measures in 1997 included the closure of BC commercial fisheries directed
at the coho (a salmon species) as well as designated areas closed to all fishing to prevent
coho interception.
C
The P ro v i n c e of BC created Fisheries Renewal BC in 1997, investing more than $13
million in habitat restoration and resource rebuilding, and passed the Fish Protection Act.
The feder al gov ernm ent inv ested an ad dition al $10 0 milli o n in habitat restoration and
r e bu i ld i ng i n B C .
C
The Canada Oceans Act was passed in 1997, providing a legis lativ e basis for an
ecos ystem -base d app roac h to m anag ing th e oce an en viro nme nt.
C
In 1998 the federal and provincial government jointly released a draf t Marine Protected
Areas Strategy for th e Pac ific Co ast.
C
A n e w conservation-ba sed appro a c h t o management was announced in BC in 1998,
including selective fisheries, a commitment to a precautionary, ecosystem-based approach
and to protect and enhance salmon habitat (Kadowaki 1999)
Diversification/Economic Viability:
C
The BC g over nme nt inv ested over $5 m illion in new fisher ies an d oth er div ersif icati on
projects, such as new value-added seafood products and coastal tourism ventures through
program s such as Partnerships in Progre ss and Fisheries Renewal BC in the 1990s.
C
Con sider able changes were made in the EI program in 1996, reducing the number of
beneficiaries for fisheries Employment Insurance.
C
Incr easin gly resource rights have been allocated through Individual Transferable Quotas.
Bene fits include an ability to transfer management costs to the quota holders and s ecur ity
of reso urce acce ss, offsettin g imp acts o f t h e “race for the fish”. How ever, concerns
include highgrading and discards, dislocation o f p r o c e ssing and h arve sting a ctivities in
coastal comm unities, complex enforcement requirements and the difficulties of reducing
production once entitlement is assumed. (McCay 1999 ; Grafton and Lane 1998; C opes
1986, 1996; Ponteco rvo an d Schra nk 199 6; C ashin 19 93).
Decentralisation:
C
In 1 9 9 2 /9 3 , 8 0 ag r e em en t s w e r e made with Aboriginal groups on co-operative
m a nagement and pilot projects for commercial salmon sales through the Abori g i n al
Fisheries Strategy (McD aniels et al 199 4).
C
Under Fisheries Renewal BC regional boards were charged with allocating funds according
to local priorities. The Ground fish Developmen t Authority was a lso created to review
ground fish quotas and included membersh ip from industry and com munity repr esentatives.
C
O n the east coast, shrimp quotas have bee n g iven to Newfoundland communities and
comm unity gro undfish q uotas hav e been a llocated in N ova Sco tia (CCN 1997).
C
In 1 9 98 D F O appointed the Panel Studying Partnering to exam ine pr opo sed c hang es to
the Fisheries Act that would facilitate fo r m al partnering arrangements in fisheries
man agem ent.

value-added manufacturing.
Finally, as evidence of ecological, social and economic distress in the
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fishery mounted in th e 1980s and 1990s, so did concerns that DFO was not
doing an adequate job of managing fisheries resources. Fisher men, communities
and other stakeholders called for greater stakeholder involvement. Governments
responded with varying degrees of enthusiasm. The Government of BC has taken
a number of measures to increase community involvement in fisheries decisionmaking and stewardshi p initiatives. DFO, it seems, has been less eager to
embrace the co-management concept . Some steps have, however, been taken,
facilitated in many cases by the legal requirement for the federal government to
consult with First Nations and pending treaty negotiations (Ommer 2000).
In 1998, a DFO appo inted Panel concluded that, although many examples
of co-management could be found in Canada, “ both the ‘partnering’ initiative
and the ‘co-management philosophy’ as it applies or may apply in the fishery
sector, are highly complex concepts” and that “a great deal more work is
required before the concept can be precisely defined and fully implemented”
(Savoie et al 1998: 1). However, they also recommended that both government
and industry take steps “with energy and commitment” to end the paternalism
that has been characteristic of Canadian fisheries through the partnering model.
Capacity building both within government and communities will be needed, they
suggest, to make this happen.

Evaluating the Policy Response
Overall, the policy responses of th e 1990s offer some hope that the way in which
Canadian fisheries ar e managed is moving in a positive direction. However,
while strict conservation measures have been implemented in some cases, the
shift to adaptive and cooperative management overall has not yet occurred.
Fisher ies are still being conducted with insufficient information and without
regard for the precautionary approach. Actions have been tak en in response to
economic and ecological cr ises rather than in anticipation of inevitable volatility
in the marketplace or changes in the natural environment. Decisions continue to
be made without consultation with communities or, in many cases, fishermen.
Many expect continuing reluctance from DFO to devolve decision-making
authority along with costs and the social implications of policy decisions remain
poorly understood.
While it must be recognised that change takes time and that large
bureaucracies of any kind come with a degree of iner tia that must b e overcome
if new directions are to be foll owed, the key question remains: Is there truly a
concerted movement in the di rection of fisheries policy in Canada to promote
sustainability, or simply a host of isolated and insufficient measures in the midst
of a system that remains fundamentally flawed? The results of this review
suggest that t he latter is t he case.
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Real versus Symbolic Change:
The Failure of Forest and Fisheries Policy
Four central themes emer ge in a common analysis of the forest and fisheries
sectors to answer the question “wh y has the policy response in the post-Brundtland era been ineffective?” First, the paradigm of modernisation that defined the
post-war period offered a relatively clear and simple economic framework with
almost immediate social benefits. Institutions and powerful alli ances between
government, industry, and labour were created based on a model of centralised,
large-scale producti on. Real restructuring will require that new relationships and
institutions be formed, thereby challenging the traditional power base. While
new forces and alliances are creating an impetus for change, political and
bureaucratic resistance lends inertia to past practices and paradigms. As a result
the ability of the system to be proacti ve or to r espond in a timel y manner to new
information, ecological realities or societal values as they arise is limited.
Second, scientific uncertainty and equivocality surrounding resources and
resource use impedes the adoption of sustainable management practices (Wolfe
2001). Marine ecosystems remain poorly understood and comprehensive timber
inventories are a very recent addition to the policy-makin g process in Canada.
While our knowledge base of harvestable resources remains poor, our
understanding of larger ecosystem dynamics is even worse. Adding to the
complexity, many of the probl ems confronti ng resour ce managers and poli cy
makers may take generations to fully express themselves. That said, while gaps
remain in the process of generating ecosystem knowledge and in integrating this
knowledge into the policy process, it is arguable that we know enough to act
now to mitigate the worst practices and expand upon the best.
Third, as with the ecological information base, resource managers are in
need of greater social science analysis. In fisheries, information on fishing
communities and fisheries dependence is lacking (Poetschke 1983; Vodden 1999;
Ommer 2000). The absence of proactive analysis of the social impacts of either
the cod moratorium or fleet reduction in the BC salmon fishery provides a cogent
illustration. In forestry, Linning (1999) ill ustrates that forest pol icy in BC does
not take into consideration regional responses to macro economic forces or the
specific impacts of isolated policy decisions.
Finally, centralised and segregated bu reaucracies are clearly best sui ted to
simplicity, in goal setting, administration, and management. By comparison, t he
concept and practice of sustainable development is more complex. Not
surprisingly, the interests associated with a development pattern of specialisation
are limited. Few actors are necessary to define, mobilise, and implement a
strategy of economic growt h based upon natu ral abundance. Resource managers
today must operate within a much more complex landscape of information and
interests. Social, economic, and ecological imperatives must be understood and
balanced within the policy process. The range of i nterests now affecting resource
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management in Canada includes international, local, F irst Nations,
environmental, consumer, and competing industries. Clearly the difficult ies of
operating within this complex policy network p roduces its o wn inerti a which
impedes the resolution of issues and the creation of sustainable resource policy.

Conclusion
Reflecting on the theor etical framework discussed at the beginning of the paper,
we see that staples theory, the resour ce cycle, and uneven development each
contribute to our understandin g of the context and histor y of resour ce
development and policy-maki ng in Canada. Real regulation contr ibutes to this
analysis and expands our conceptual “ tool box” to account for the increasing
complexity of the regulatory environment and the interplay between top-down
and bottom-up approaches to resource management and development. As such,
real regulation will be used as a basis from which to draw recommendations and
broaden our understanding of resource use and poli cy in Canada.
From the perspective of staples theory and the resource cycle, our analysis
of the forest and fish industr ies in Canada illustrates the process by which the
economic imperative defining resource use and development has driven the
industr ies and the communities reliant upon them to become specialised and
dependent upon high extraction levels. In both forestry and fisheries, the
simplicity of this model provided communities and provincial economies with
high levels of wealth and relative stability for decades in the post-war period.
We are also granted insights into the centralist political and economic
relationships forged during this period and the extent to which the regulatory
framework was designed to accommodate such relationships and their singular
objectives.
Uneven development enhances and refines our analytical capabilities to
include an appreciation for the complexity of the economic relationships and
tensions arising from consideration of both productive and post-productive
dynamics. Also, the impacts of specialised production and the barriers facing any
consideration of transition to account for more sustainable practices and the
inclusion of other policy actors (i.e. local and/or economic diversification) into
the decision-making process, are made apparent through uneven development.
We are taken a step closer to incorpor ating the r ole of place and local agency
(i. e. greater contextual sensitivity) in our assessment of the policy-making
process surroundi ng Canadian resources.
Finally, it is thr ough a consider ation of real regulation as both an
analytical/diagnostic device and a theoretical framework that we begin to find
new ways of conceptualizing the policy-making process and the divergent
interests and actors ari sing in a more complex dynamic of economic, ecological,
and social objectives. Five components of real regulation illustrate possible
directions of change for the considerati on and implementation of resource policy
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in Canada. These five areas elaborate on the four common barriers identified in
the policy analysis section above, and point to rich areas for future research from
social scientists. Regional analysis in particular will prove extremely important
to capture local diversity and to r ecognise that policy-making must be attuned to
geographic scale.
<

<

<

<

<

The role of informal regulation requires closer examination. The role of
local agency, customary practices, and the integration of local knowledge
influences the manner in wh ich resour ces are managed and confli cts are
created across the country. Relaxing the rigidity of the policy process and
attempting to match the complexity of the process with the complexity of the
economic, ecological, and social resource context will lead to better policy.
This approach is compatible with reflexive and smaller scale
experimentation advocated by other researchers, thereby allowing for
systemic change without overloading the system (Mitchell 1995; Hessing
and Howlett 1997).
Greater attention needs to be paid to matching regulation with the
appropriate geographical scale (Pierce 1992).
Policies applied across a landscape as diverse as Canada’s are bound to have
different social, economic, and ecological impacts and results. Recognizing
different spatial scales will lead to more appropriate policy implementation,
providing such diversity is able to penetrate the policy-making pr ocess. As
such, spatial sensitivity must also incorporate consideration of the
appropriate jurisdiction for management and monitoring.
Consideration of the interplay and potential between “top-down” and
“bottom-up” approaches to resource management must receive serious
attention. The ability to incorporate territorially-based objectives and control
may have significant impacts on resource stewardship and economic
diversification. Local control must be viewed as a potential source of
efficiency governments are looking for to decrease their responsibilities in
resource management (M’Gonigle 1998). The real inclusion of “bottom-up”
requires complementary r esearch into the role of local capacity in terms of
handling extra management r esponsibilities and new roles for governments
in moving from a controlling/directing role to an enabling/facilitating role
(Bryant 1995).
The evolution of regulatio n to include ecological imper atives has been
important but, all too often, it has been applied as a reactive response both
provincially and federally. Better integrating this dimension of regulation
is of paramount importance. Developing epistemic poli cy communities may
assist in this integration.
Real regulation allows us to consider the impacts of changing the dynami cs
and characteristics of the policy network asso ciated with r esource
management. The barriers to achieving real, rather than symbolic change,
in resource management are closely linked to the degree to which the
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entrenched policy network emerging in the immediate post-war period
remains intact and in control. The recognition of diverse values, demanded
by sustainable development, requires that those values have an opportunity
to be represented and influence the policy process in a meaningful way.
Ultimately, each theory contains both a description of the problems facing
Canadian resource management and the seeds that may bring about a more
balanced approach to change. By tracing the patterns of staple theory, the
resource cycle, uneven development, and real regulation we pass along a
continuum bringing us closer to a cont extually-based understand ing of resource
management and the soluti ons that may balance the current economic imperative
driving the policy pr ocess. Rather than f acing a perpetual pendulum defi ned by
economic growth on one side and ecological integrity on the other, we may build
a system that appropriately balances diverse interests in their appropriate
contexts. In this manner we will be closer to achiev ing our goal of creating r eal
change and making progress towards reconciling ecological sustainability with
the reproduction o f social and economic systems.
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